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Based on rationing, we
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ENGLISH

Like all year groups within our

We are making English come alive in Year 6! By

Linked to the Blitz, we will be

school, Year 6 will be following

following a ‘Talk for Writing’ approach, we will be

looking at light in Science. This

the White Rose Hub Maths

writing a range of text types including newspaper

will include exploring that light

scheme. Focusing on plugging

reports about Buckingham Palace being bombed in

travels in straight lines and the

gaps across the year group, we

the Blitz. Whilst looking at these, we will be

effect this has on the shape of

will be solving problems,

creating story maps, hot-seating characters and

shadows and how we are able to

explaining our thought process

using drama techniques to support our

see things because of light. We will

and challenging ourselves to

understanding of thoughts, feelings and

then be looking at the impact that

continue becoming resilient

vocabulary. We will also be working on our

this had on the Blitz, linking this

mathematicians!

spelling, punctuation and grammar skills

to why blackouts occurred.

will be preparing and
cooking a savoury

throughout the term.

dish.

ART AND DESIGN

MUSIC

Year 6 will be improving mastery of their

As musicians, we will be exploring the history of

techniques by creating Blitz art pictures. This

music during the WW2 period across the different

will allow the children to think about their

countries involved.

use of oil pastels as well as silhouettes,
linking to their Science learning.

PE
Year 6 will be learning about and demonstrating
their gymnastics skills, considering how to perform

COMPUTING

these skills safely.

The children will research using the internet
and presenting information in an appropriate
way.

PSHE
This term, we will continue to build on our teamwork

HISTORY
World War 2 is full of interesting areas to
explore! As well as having room to learn
about anything that takes the children’s
interest, we will be looking at the Blitz, the
Battle of Britain, evacuation and rationing.

skills linking our PSHE to PE.

GEOGRAPHY
Within Geography, we will be using maps and
atlases to locate continents and countries around the
world, particularly linked to WW2. We will also
name and locate counties and cities in the UK and
will link these to why they may have been targeted
during the Blitz as well as where appropriate places
for evacuation may have been.

